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Disclaimer

• The Contact Report summaries are based upon my own interpretation of 
existing German-to-English translations on the FutureOfMankind website

• The particular information summarized may reflect a personal bias or interest
• Have no understanding of the German language
• Mistakes are possible and unintentional

Indicates an item explained in more detail



Spanning Period from May 9 to June 5, 2022

14-New FIGU Switzerland publications in last month alone 



FIGU Bulletin No 116 – June 3, 2022

Questions to and Answers by FIGU Core

An exclusive ‘lengthy’ interview with Lt. Colonel Wendelle
Stevens tells everything he knows surrounding several 
strange deaths of prominent UFO researchers



Contact Report No 801 – May 7, 2022

War in Ukraine
• The US dark government, which has been carrying out 

its plans for world domination since 1787

• Zelensky wants Ukraine to become a member of this 
international murder organization, which Harry S 
Truman founded in the 1940s as a secret member of the 
"Dark Government of America" for the purpose of 
achieving American world domination



Contact Report No 802 – May 12, 2022

War in Ukraine
• The Ukrainian military commits crimes on its own people but they blame the Russians
• Zelenski is a war criminal deliberately prolonging the war guided by America’s dark state 

falsifying events to garnish world sympathy
• All arms suppliers participants in the war prolonging the Ukraine war
• Everything is being done according to America dark state leadership to slowly subvert all 

of Europe unless the deep state is withdrawn from power
Solidary – definition
• Solidarity is mistakenly used for political reasons where the correct term would be 

partisanship
• A solidarity implies a togetherness that binds human beings together emotionally among 

family and circle of friends
• Solidarity excludes any neutrality



Contact Report No 802 (cont) – May 12, 2022

Plejaren
• Facilitated more than 130 arranged BEAM ship sightings by FIGU members and FIGU 

visitors
• The foreigners, although possess advanced technology, are unable to locate the Plejaren
• Used to be warriors and only became peaceful more than 52,000 years ago with the 

appearance of the orb, which was enforced throughout the Federation
Billy
• Favors news reports by https://uncutnews.ch/
• Studied Christianity, in Protestantism, Catholicism and many Christian sects, registered in 

Islam, also in Judism, in Hinduism and in Buddhism, as also in their countless sects, but 
everywhere I have only found delusions of faith, but not reality and truth

• All living beings have a consciousness even plants.  A mimosa plant in Billy’s office always 
aligned itself with Billy when he entered the office and then went back to its original 
position when he left his work table however, this plant and several orchids all died after 
Billy suffered a nervous breakdown.

https://uncutnews.ch/


Contact Report No 802 (cont) – May 12, 2022

Covid
• The weakening of covid is only an illusion, which can change again through a new 

mutation
• The Corona epidemic is still a danger that must not be underestimated
• Consider yourself lucky if you’ve been vaccinated and have not been injured
• Wearing FFP2 respirators is still necessary, as is keeping a proper distance
• Catching Covid and upon recovery the pathogen becomes ineffective and one becomes 

resistant to new infection although is far from immune
• The corona delta mutation has resulted in countless deaths, as well as long-term and also 

lifelong suffering, which is hushed up
• Plejaren research proves so far none of the so-called vaccines have been able to create 

any form of immunity, even partial, against the Corona virus and its various mutations
• China has executed people because they were infected with Covid
• Corona virus impulses are able to develop and be deposited in the immune system 

something the Plejaren have never encountered before with any virus or bacteria



Contact Report No 802 (cont) – May 12, 2022

Pandemics
• An epidemic or pandemic can sometimes be effectively stopped by nature
• Pathogens of epidemics and pandemics which are artificially produced are insidious, as they tend to 

mutate faster and more frequently than natural viruses and bacteria and thereby trigger new 
diseases and epidemics

• The annual flu virus, originates from the Spanish flu that raged in 1918 and 1919 and claimed around 
60 million lives, which has never disappeared since then and keeps appearing as new mutations

• Human beings cannot do nothing about preventing a virus therefore inevitably must accept them, as 
is the case with covid, and with the flu virus, which appears every year as a new variation and claims 
many lives

Supernatural Beliefs
• According to Plejaren calculations, around 63 percent of the population are so religious that they 

believe in a devil incarnate
• Exorcism's often resulted in death
• A possession of a human being is a multiple personality disorder known as ‘dissociative identity 

disorder’
• Multiple personality disorders are usually accompanied by prior anxiety and depression, extreme 

stress or traumatic and stressful events



Contact Report No 802 (cont) – May 12, 2022

Free Will Explained
• The so-called ‘free will’ of human beings is absolutely illusory and non-existent, for truly they must 

create it for themselves, for it is not naturally given to them 
• Freedom of will, is not a conscious decision of the will that determines the actions of human beings, 

but an unconscious activity of the brain
• Human beings believe that they can decide freely in this and that way, but conscious decisions are 

always preceded by certain processes that are determined or pre-determined, e.g. by given rules, 
orders, behaviour or laws etc

• Many external influences are pressing upon him which stifle his free will to such an extent that it is 
impossible for him to simply have it, consequently he has to work hard to acquire it, which is only 
possible if he is able to bring himself under his absolute self-control

• Free will depends upon cause and effect and reacts accordingly but may be consciously influenced 
otherwise deeply anchored thoughts in the character break through to the outside and trigger 
actions that stem from ambitions of bad, evil, negative nature and addictions

• If the ambition, which lies deep in the character, is not consciously controlled and neutralised, then 
the activation of an impulse in the brain inevitably takes place, and consequently the corresponding 
negative action may result



Contact Report No 802 (cont) – May 12, 2022

Free Will Explained (cont)
• The result is that the human being has no freedom of will or free will, because the negative 

ambitions stored deep in the character
• To eliminate in a controlled manner, so that they are dissolved and neutralised, requires the human 

being’s conscious control, which he must laboriously acquire in such a way that he himself and 
willingly decides to take this control upon himself and to positively bring his own free will to bear 
against all other-willing activities of the brain

• A personal freedom of will is earned in a controlled self-willed disciplined manner 
• This means, a person must consciously and profoundly reduce all his evil, false and therefore 

negative ambitions that are deeply embedded in his character to such an extent that they can no 
longer unconsciously break through to the outside world and cause mischief

• This process of control and that logic, understanding and reason can come into play requires that the 
human being creates for himself what his freedom of will really is, for this alone guarantees what he 
can work out as ‘free will’ and ‘freedom of will’

• This is the only kind of free will that the human being really has, for no other freedom of will is given 
to him, and this he must work out for himself



Contact Report No 802 (cont) – May 12, 2022

World 
• Habitat loss for insects of all genera and species is one of the greatest threats to biodiversity 
• Butterflies, bees and moths, but also wasps, ants, beetles, flies, bugs, dragonflies, mosquitoes and other 

lesser-known groups are particularly at risk
• Sfath calculated a 30% decline of all genera of butterflies, and 75% decline of flying insects, which are 

vital for all life-forms, crucial for the future of our nature
• Countless tonnages of pesticides, fertilisers and herbicides applied to the land which impair the natural 

growth of plants and decimate species of vital insects
• Future world temperatures expected to rise 5-6 degrees
Technology
• Mankind proposed laser drive concept for intergalactic travel is nothing more than a pipe dream
• Earth-humans are not yet capable for a long time of creating the technical conditions that may one day 

be necessary to leave the SOL system
• Mankind senselessly wastes immense amounts of money on astronomy and astrophysics rather than the 

necessary restoration of the present damage to the planet, to nature and its fauna and flora
• It is also questionable whether the ‘foreigners’ will ever intervene with their more highly developed 

technology and help the Earth-humans so that they can really leave the Earth and SOL space one day, but 
if they do help it may not be pleasant for the Earth-humans



Contact Report No 802 (cont) – May 12, 2022

Jmmanuel
• Jmmanuel never drank wine from a special Grail but in fact was a stone bowl but it was dropped and 

broke into 3-pieces and discarded.
• Jmmanuel never drank wine as he never cared for the taste
• Leonardo da Vinci left the grail out of the Last Supper painting once the truth had been explained to him



Contact Report No 803 – May 20, 2022

War in Ukraine
• Billy received another letter from Zelensky’s inner circle who do not agree with his actions and want 

advice from Billy how to remove him from power
• Zelensky is a NAZI fanatic beyond compare, who is implementing NAZI methods under the command of 

the USA, as demanded of him, for which he is sacrificing his own people and Ukrainian soldiers
• The senile governor Biden and the shadow government, superficially steered by the stupid and power-

hungry warmonger Zelensky



Contact Report No 804 – May 21, 2022

War in Ukraine
• Billy gets a 2nd and 3rd letter from officials in Ukraine distressed over Zelensky the ongoing war 

mongering actions
• Billy clarifies that he cannot get politically involved with the war in Ukraine
• Billy advises the officials from Ukraine that they have to think for themselves in a way that is feasible for 

them to get rid of Zelensky



Contact Report No 805 – May 26, 2022

War in Ukraine
• Billy talks to a man and women within Zelensky’s circle however the phone call was intercepted
• They claim Zelensky is mad with power and gladly risks people’s lives to further his war mongering 

agenda and as bad as Hitler
• America wants to bring everything to the point where it can officially intervene in the war itself and take 

action against Russia with the use of weapons
• Europe is particularly close to being dominated by America, because those responsible for the 

governments of Europe do not realise that America is already well on the way to dominating all countries, 
including the European Union



FIGU Guide No 15 – June 2022

Good wise advice 
To pass on good and wise advice means a better life 
for one and many fellow human beings or an entire 
people. 
SSSC, 6. January 2004, 10.22 h, Billy 

Gratitude is based on the ability to be empathetic and frugal. In this way, pro-
social behavior is also promoted. As a quality, it defines to be aware of the small 
things in life and to appreciate the position in the world and in other people. Gratitude 
can be felt both by being supported by others and by habitually focusing on the good in 
one's life. 



FIGU Overpopulation Forum No 13 – June 13, 2022

Fake friends
If you are well, and if you are generous in life, then you are 
always surrounded by good friends; 

if you fall into tribulation and misery, and if you suffer 
hardship, then no one knows you – the Friendship is dead.

27Th Jun 2005, 17.32 h, Billy



FIGU Time Sign/Signal 189– May 2, 2022

COVID vaccination rates in Africa are low, but the region avoids the worst
Scientists at a loss to explain

Shocking figures from Canada:
99.6 % of corona patients who died were vaccinated

Research finds Thoughts Control DNA

Study Unvaccinated people are healthier than vaccinated people



FIGU Time Sign/Signal 190– May 3, 2022

Presents a lot of ongoing research documenting the health damage from covid vaccines



FIGU Time Sign/Signal 10 Special Edition – May 2, 2022

US spreads fake stories to push Russia to escalate

Five reasons to be increasingly worried about the war in Ukraine 
• Long drawn out war
• Russia is now aware that a negotiated solution is a long way off
• Increasing Russian warnings
• Ukraine is increasingly becoming a representativeof the entire military power of the US 

and NATO
• The war has not only become longer and more direct, it has also become bigger and 

more ambitious



FIGU Time Sign/Signal 11 Special Edition – May 3, 2022

The US is openly financing the destruction of Europe: one cannot overestimate the 
'generosity' of the USA. At least when it comes to dying for American interests. In such 
cases, the US will not allow itself to belumped as long as it does not have to physically 
bleed for it itself.

false flag to trigger WW3?



FIGU Time Sign/Signal 12 Special Edition – May 4, 2022

That there are a large number of fascists who murder and rape in different acts.
To cause a crime and atrocities in Donbass
People from the areas report that they have been bombed for days by their own people 
and not, as the media reports, that they are Russian forces
A war is never a justification for what Putin is doing, but on the one hand he (Putin) had 
to act and come to the aid of the people who would otherwise be systematically 
murdered by the fascists.



FIGU Tool No 203 – June 2022

It is very important to ask yourself honestly: "Do I want to 
KNOW something or just BELIEVE?" – This is the all-
important step in thinking and learning – and under certain 
circumstances this is the insurmountable challenge for 
know-it-alls, stooges and other imaginary people. 



Unofficial English Translations Location

 https://truth.isgreat.ca/media/
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